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We publish our first article by a
British author. English is English,
but there are several differences
between British English and
American English, such as
spelling and uses
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PARTING QUOTE
of hyphenation.
We have been busy lining up thematic topics for next
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As we are comyear. We will start 2006 with an issue on user research
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mitted to the
facilities in the Earth sciences, under the guest editorWRITTEN AGAINST THE
international
ship of Steve Sutton. Then an issue on arsenic assemACCUSATION THAT IT IS NOT
nature of Elebled by Dave Vaughan will follow. Hap McSween
CLEAR ENOUGH. IF A CONments, we accept
promises us outstanding illustrations for the issue he is
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both types of
preparing about water on Mars. In August 2006, we will
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spelling. So in
publish an issue on early Earth, assembled by John ValTO BE REWRITTEN.
Cairns-Smith’s
ley. We remind you that we welcome proposals for
article, “organKARL POPPER
future thematic issues. The proposal form is available
ized” and “color”
on our website www.elementsmagazine.org. If there are
have become
topics you would like to read about, please let us know.
“organised” and
Thematic articles are now referenced in GeoRef, and
“colour”.
Chemical Abstracts has found Elements suitable for abstracting and
You will notice several new
indexing. We have also requested that Elements be included in the Jouradvertisers in this issue. Advertisnal of Citation Reports of the Institute of Scientific Information. If our
ing is a significant source of
request is accepted, Elements will in due course have an impact factor
income for Elements. We encourand citations to articles would be counted.
age you to check the websites of
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the advertisers; they often track
“traffic” generated by an ad by
including a specific web page
address. If you have dealings with
companies advertising in Elements,
do not hesitate to mention to
your representative that you appreciate their support of Elements.
And of course, several of our current advertisers came to us after
their customers mentioned us.

THANKS
Thanks to all who have contributed time and talent to this
issue, to Robert Hazen, guest
editor, and all the authors; to
contributors Jay Bass, Ernst A.J.
Burke, Seth Davies, Mel Gascoyne, Peter J. Heaney, Michael
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Nagy, Eric Oelkers; Robert F.
Martin, Peter J. Mouginis-Mark,
and Leslie Shivers; and to copy
editors Thomas Clark and
Dolores Durant.
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